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ABSTRACT

I

This document summarizes various technical aspects of the
liquid metal fast breeder reactor (LMFBR), specifically pooltype LMFBR1s.

™

The information presented, for the most part, draws upon
existing data.

I

Special sections are devoted to design, technical feasibility
(normal operating conditions), and safety (accident
conditions). A survey of world fast reactors is presented in
tabular form, as are two sets of reference reactor parameters
based on available data from present and conceptual LMFBRs.
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

This document is intended to be used by Ontario Hydro as a
data base for evaluating advanced reactor concepts.
The report comprises seven chapters, which are divided into
sections. Figures and references Tif applicable) are located
at the end of each chapter.
The "reference reactor" parameters quoted throughout this
report relate to a conceptual 1200 MW(e) pool-type LMFBR.
These parameters represent the state-of-the-art and do not
refer to a specific reactor design.
1.1

What is a Fast Breeder Reactor?

The basic difference between "fast" reactors and conventional
"thermal" reactors is the neutron energy spectrum at which
fission occurs. Fast reactors employ highly enriched fissile
materials that .nake possible chain reactions with "fast"
neutrons emitted in fission. Thermal reactors use a moderator
to lower neutron energies, in order to accommodate a low
enrichment of fuel.
For a reactor to "breed", that is to generate more fissile
material than it consumes, each neutron capture must produce
more than two neutron emissions (one neutron is required to
induce the succeeding fission, remaining neutrons are absorbed
in fertile, material to produce further fissile atoms). In
practice, the ratio of neutrons emitted per neutron captured
must exceed about 2.2, to take into account nciutron losses by
leakage from the system, by neutron capture in structural
material and fission products, and by physical loss of
material during recycle. Attainment of this latter value of
T^ is not practical for reactors operating in the thermal
neutron energy spectrum, but it is feasible for the fast
reactor (see Figure 1.1).
Plutonium-239 is ideally suited for "fast breeder" fuel. It
has a high 7\ -value in the fast neutron spectrum (see Figure
1.1). It can be purified and recycled more easily, relative
to other fissile materials. Most demonstration FBRs to date
have used a mixture of plutonium and uranium, enriched to
varying percentages (15%-30%). The fertile material commonly
used is uranium in the; depleted or natural form.

I
I

Steam, noble gases and sodium have been considered as coolants
for FBRs. Liquid sodium is used in LMFBRs throughout the
world. It is an excellent choice of coolant, since it has
relatively low absorption and scattering cross-sections in the
fast neutron spectrum, it has a high boiling point that
permits reactor operation at low pressure even at high
temperature; the high operating temperature results in an
efficient turbine cycle. The good heat transfer properties of
sodium permit designs with high power density in the fuel.
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I

I

Unique material problems arise in FBR technology due to the
intensity of neutron fields encountered as well as long fuel
residence times. For example, a typical neutron flux in a
fast reactor (1016 fast n/cm2-s) is about 100 times greater
than in a thermal reactor. Fuel burnups (50 to 100 MWd/kg)
are approximately 10 times these of CANDU reactors.
There are several unique considerations in the control of a
fast reactor, viz:
(i)

I
I
(ii)
|
I
(iii)

I
I

(iv)
1.2

I
I
I
1

I
I
I

The lifetime of neutrons (from generation to
absorption) in a fast reactor is about 3 x 10~ 7
seconds, as compared to 10~ 3 seconds for a CANDU.
This difference is important if, for any reason, the
reactor can become prompt critical (ie.
supercritical without delayed neutrons). The
neutron population then changes very rapidly; the
only feasible power-limiting mechanisms are the
Doppler effect or physical expansion.
Reactor poisons have a low capture cross-section in
the fast region, reducing the effectiveness of
poison control rods. (By the same reasoning,
problems of xenon instability and poison-out are
non-existant.)
It is possible that the highly enriched fuel could
reassemble after a fuel meltdown into a
supercritical configuration.
Due to the compact nature of the core, spatial
distortions of the neutron flux are minimal.

The Need for Fast Breeder Reactors

Using the existing thermal reactors, there is serious doubt
that the known uranium resources can sustain the world's
energy needs past the middle of the next century(1}. Even in
Canada, which has large uranium reserves, the "low cost"
uranium could be exhausted within the 21st century(2). To
slow down the consumption of uranium, advanced fuel cycles and
especially fast breeders can be employed.
Fast breeder reactors, with time and good design, can produce
more fissile material than they consume. Via recycle, they
can extract more than 50% of the potential energy from mined
uranium, as compared to only 1 or 2% for the existing thermal
reactors.
The effectiveness of fast breeder reactors in reducing the
demand for natural uranium is enhanced if they have:
(i)
(ii)

as low a specific inventory as possible;
an early date of commercial introduction
into the power grid;
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(i'ii)

as short a doubling time as possible.

If and when the compound doubling time of system's fissile
inventory matches the doubling time of electrical power
demand, nuclear generation of electricity can become almost
independent of the supply of mined uranium. If the demand for
electricity decreases, an efficient breeder reactor can serve
as a "fuel factory" for thermal reactors.
In summary, fast breeder reactors can provide a secure supply
of nuclear power for many centuries to come. The economics of
FBR technology is, at present/ uncertain but there is a good
potential for it to become economically viable as the
shortages of natural resources develop in the long term. This
is the only currently available technology that could
significantly contribute to the world's energy supply without
relying heavily on its non-renewable resources.
1.3

Types of Fast Breeder Reactors

An arbitrary classification of reactor types is presented in
Figure 1.2. Only liquid metal-cooled breeders are considered
in this paper because this is where world breeder experience
lies.
The Europeans, Russians, Japanese and Americans have all
chosen to develop the LMFBR. Liquid sodium is used in all
present designs due to its excellent nuclear and heat transfer
properties.
If and when the decision to construct a sodium-cooled fast
breeder reactor is made, many design alternatives still
present themselves. The primary choice is between the pool or
loop type reactors.
The pool type uses one primary tank filled with sodium. The
reactor core, intermediate heat exchangers, pumps and some
fuel handling equipment are contained within this tank (ie.
sodium flooded). Advantages of this pool concept are that:
(i)
(ii)

a single, simple containment provides structural
reliability;
the sodium plus the primary tank steel provide
adequate shielding;

(iii)

the large volume of sodium in the primary tank
provides a heat sink, allowing time before sodium
boiling might occur in the case of a loss of coolant
flow accident;

(iv)

proj-isr layout of the tank and components facilitates
natural convection cooling in case of coolant flow
shutdown;
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(v)

the pool and tank may be capable of withstanding a
large core disruptive accident.

Adequate earthquake resistance can be achieved due to the high
natural frequency of vibration of the tank, although sodium
sloshing could be a problem in seismic events.
In loop-type LMFBR's, only the reactor core is immersed in a
pool of sodium. The primary pumps and intermediate heat
exchangers are connected to the core in piped loops. Looptype breeder configurations present two safety-related
disadvantages - the possibility of sodium leakage and the
possibility of loss of coolant accidents. These disadvantages
are reduced to a degree by providing multiple loops, high-head
sodium tanks and improved access for inspection and
maintenance.
This paper addresses itself almost exclusively to the pooltype configuration. It should be noted that in most countries
the choice between loop and pool reactors is largely based on
the countries' reactor safety philosophy and their initial
experience. The current, very rigid licensing standards for
nuclear reactors around the world tend to favour pool-type
LMFBR's.
Schematic diagrams of the French Super Phenix 1200-MWe breeder
are shown in Figures 1.3 through 1.6. This is a typical pool
reactor, the largest FBR presently being build in the world.
Design features include a hot pool, 8 intermediate heat
exchangers, 4 primary pumps, and rigid support of the primary
tank from the top edge.
ior various reasons (the absence of a moderator, the heat
capacity of sodium, fuel optimization, etc), the core size of
a fast breeder is considerably smaller than that of a thermal
reactor. For example SuperPhenix (1200 MWe) has a core height
of 1.0 metre and a core diameter of 3.5 metres. By way of
comparison, the Ontario Hydro 1250 MWe CANDU reference reactor
has a core length of 6 metres with a calandria inner diameter
of 10.2 metres.
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"Figure 1.6 CutAway of Super Phenix Reactor and
Steam Generator Buildings (6)
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2.0

DESIGN OPTIONS

Several major design options must be considered in planning a
pool-type reactor. Among the more important subjects are:
(i) primary tank design and support;
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

using an integrated or separated shield deck/primary
tank cover;
type of core outlet plenum, ie a "hot" pool or "cold"
pool;
fuel arrangement in the core and core support;

(v) configuration of the primary system components, ie the
pumps and intermediate heat exchangers (IHX's);
(vi)

the fuel handling and storage scheme.

Although technical matters such as sodium properties, material
selection and component reliability must be considered with
respect to design options, these matters are addressed more
specifically in Chapter 3.
Safety considerations also play a strong role in the choice
between these options. Chapter 4 provides some detail of
these considerations.
2.1

Primary Tank Design and Support

The primary tank usually comprises 2 paru.s - an inner vessel
C'main" tank) and an outer vessel ("guard" or "safety" tank).
A "primary tank cover" and a "shield deck", in either separate
or combined form sit atop the primary tank.
These, plus the primary system components, the core support
structure and associated structures comprise a complex and
extremely heavy integrated structural system. (Figure 1.3
shows a schematic of the SuperPhenix primary tank
configuration}.
Many factors influence design - mass, thermal and seismic
loadings, construction methods, operational and inspection
needs. A reference primary tank for a 1200 MWe plant has an
ID of 21 m, an overall depth in the order of 14-20 m, and
double walls of 1 to 6 cm thick austenitic stainless steel.
No designs presently in use have any penetrations through the
main or guard tank walls. A major design criterion is to
minimize the tank height (for stress purposes).
The primary function of the guard tank is to contain sodium in
case of leakage from the main tank. The annular space between
tanks is minimized to reduce the overall drop in bulk sodium
level (in the event of a main tank leak). The annulus width
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also depends on (i) access for remote inspection, (ii)
erection tolerances, (iii) adequate clearance to avoid contact
loads on the guard tank in case of a hypothetical core
distruptive accident (HCDA). The reference dimension is
approximately 22 cm.
There are several alternatives for supporting the primary
tank:
(i)

Top-supported with a continuous welded skirt
(as in PFR, SuperPhenix),

(ii) Top-supported with discrete hangers rigidly
attached to the primary-tank cover and bearing
on either rollers (as in EBR-II) or "bridge-type"
pads made of steel plates and neoprene,
(iii)

Bottom-supported (as in BN-600).

If a primary-tank cover is not used, the support skirt must be
continuously welded to effect a cover-gas seal. The
disadvantage of a welded skirt is its rigidity, which resists
thermal radial expansion. The skirt scheme is superior to the
other methods in withstanding seismic forces. Minimal skirt
thickness and maximum skirt length reduce radial expansion,
but this must be compromised by the need for a thick, short
skirt which is desirable to resist seismic loads.
The hanger support system has the advantage of free movement
in the radial direction while still providing tangential
rigidity. The system is seismically poor as the hangers are
incapable of transferring shear stresses acting in a
tangential direction. Inspection and maintenance are
facilitated by access from the top of the concrete deck.
The Soviet BN-600 is the only pool reactor utilizing bottom
support. In the Western world little is known about this
system. The weight of the primary tank, core support
structure/ primary components and rotating plugs is all
carried through a girder ring to a series of roller
bearings(3).
Advantages in this bottom support system are good seismic
resistance, and simple construction (reduced requirements on
lifting equipment). Some disadvantages are apparent; (i) The
major undesirable feature is a common structural connection
between the main and guard tanks at the ring girder (below the
sodium surface). A common failure of both tanks could occur
at the support joint (where high stresses occur). (ii) The
tensile stresses in the suspended system which enhance shearbuckling stability are not present in the bottom-support
scheme (although a ring stiffener at the tank top could
alleviate some of the stress). (iii) Vertical expansion of
the equipment and primary tank complicates design at the
operating floor level.
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2.2

Shield Deck/Primary Tank cover

The shield deck is a large steel and concrete structure
covering the primary tank area. It serves to; (i) support the
primary tank, rotating plugs and major components (in most
designs), (ii) provide shielding above the sodium surface,
(iii) provide some containment of the effects of a core
disruptive accident and (iv) act as an operating platform for
fuel handling and maintenance.
Structural strength of the deck is maintained usually by a
"steel spider" configuration, a bottom plate and concrete.
For large spans of 25 m or so, a thickness of 3 m would be
required. The thickness of the shield deck provides adequate
shielding, allowing continuous human access at the floor
level.
A primary tank cover is a steel "plate" welded to the primary
tank. It is merely an extension of the primary tank. The
main functions of the primary tank cover are to provide a
leak-tight barrier for the cover gas and to separate the hot
pool region from the cold shield deck. The cover would
provide some shielding and could be used for component
support.
A major design decision presents itself in the choice between
a combined or separate shield deck/primary-tank cover system.
The integrated system may seem simpler but thermal stresses
make design difficult, and the size of the component creates
considerable construction difficulties. The shield deck must
provide the cover gas seal and, with insulation, provide a
thermal barrier between the heat of the pool and the room
temperature of the reactor building.
The separate system reduces temperature differentials between
components (and therefore reduces component motion within the
pool) if components are supported by the primary-tank cover.
The thickness of the shield deck is reduced.
Thermal stresses present a major design problem in either
case. If the tank and the shield deck do not respond
uniformly to thermal transients (ie. during shutdown or start
up), which they do not do, stresses occur. The temperature of
the tank wall (usually 380°C or higher) will change more
quickly than the temperature of the deck (which is exposed to
room temperature). In Phenix, operational maneuvers are
restricted because the deck follows the hot pool temperature
with too great a delay. (Deformation of the structures can
relieve some of the high stresses created).
Another design concern in these pool-type reactors is the
shield deck insulation. Present designs use thin layers of
stainless steel foil and gauze with the spaces in between
exposed to the cover gas. Sturdy protective sheets form an
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encasement. The insulation is easily applied in "panels" but
almost impossible to maintain or replace due to
inaccessibility. Buildup of sodium deposits in the insulation
could lead to local hot spots and therefore local thermal
stress.
2.3

Hot versus Cold Pool - Core Outlet Plenum

In a "hot pool", sodium passes through the reactor core and
f i l l s the tank while in the hot state.
In the "cold pool"
concept, the hot sodium discharges from the core more or less
directly into the IHX through piping.
Both systems have
separate reservoirs of hot and cold pools. The differences
nre in the relative volumes of hot (540°C) versus cold (380°C)
sodium and the nature of the core outlet plenum. Figure 2.1
i l l u s t r a t e s typical schematics of these options.
The pool regions are separated by baffles.
Phenix uses a
simple construction of stainless steel layers with sodium in
between. A quilted structure of stainless steel sheets with
gas pockets i s utilized in Britian's Prototype Fast Reactor
vPFR).
Below i s a l i s t of design considerations, presenting a
comparison of the two pool types.
Hot Pool (Open-Plenum Concept)
plenum cover, cover l i f t i n g mechanisms or outlet
piping are not required;
potentially leads to a smaller tank;
hot and cold sodium levels vary with flow (through
core and heat exchangers);
-

low differential sodium levels require low pressure
differentials (6-14 kPa) through the IHX's;
an "instrument tree" ( i e . the structure containing
core instrumentation and monitors) i s required;
relatively high sodium vapour pressure (35 times
greater than the vapour pressure at 380°C);
insulation and cooling of the primary tank wall and
the roof/shield deck (exposed to hot sodium, 54 0°C)
i s a c r i t i c a l requirement;

-

flow from the core into the IHX i s difficult to
predict - flow baffles are rec-irred at the core
outlet to create a tranquil sodium surface;
gas entrainment may occur at the free surface or the
IHX i n l e t ;

I
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I
pump casings and piping undergo thermal stresses;
I

-

the total thermal inertia is less than in a cold
pool ;

I

-

the thermal inertia difference between the hot pool
and the roof of the tank leads to temperature
differentials during transient operation/ and may
limit operational flexibility.

(

I
I
I

Cold Pool (Closed-Plenum Concept)
the bulk of the sodium is at lower (reactor inlet)
temperature, providing a large thermal inertia {ac-'
as a heat sink in accident conditions, facilitates
reduced temperature differentials during transient
operation)
few severe thermal gradients in the primary tank;

I

-

reduced heat load on roof/shield deck, therefore,
less insulation is required;

•

coolant flow and temperature at the XHX inlet are
more predictable;

m

the pressure differentials through outlet piping and
IHX are relatively high;

m

natural convection of the primary coolant (and
resulting dissipation of decay heat) is facilitated;

™

-

low sodium vapour pressure - smaller aerosol
concentration;

I

-

more components are required - outlet plenum and
cover, cover lifting and latch mechanisms, outlet
piping (tank diameter end height may increase);

•

outlet plenum doubles as an instrument tree.

(

I

Several variations of these 2 basic pool types can be
considered, using different combinations of pump and XHX flow.
(For example, the Soviet BN-600 fast breeder utilizes an open
plenum (hot pool) concept with separate IHX-outlet/pumpsuction regions).

'•

2.4

Core Layout

A typical core configuration is shown in Figure 2.2.
f
*

I
I

The reference reactor core is 3.6 m in diameter, 1.0 m high
with an equivalent reflector (outer) diameter of 4.6 m.
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Fuel assemblies are hexagonal, 4.6 m long, 16 cm wide,
containing 271 fuel elements. Fuel elements are 0.8 cm in
diameter, and clad by 316 stainless s t e e l . Inner and outer
core zones contain about 360 fuel assemblies of mixed oxide.
A radial blanket and a shield zone contain about 420
assemblies of depleted UO2 and s t e e l . Approximately 30
control and safety rods containing boron are located in
various positions within the inner and outer cores. Some
reactors have provision for spent fuel storage outside of the
shield zone, creating an eccentric core shape.
Some countries (Germany, Belgium, Netherlands) have been
studying "heterogeneous" core configurations (some f e r t i l e
assemblies are included in the core area of the reactor).
They claim improved safety and reduced doubling time (1).
Other countries have carried out thorough studies and have
found no advantages. "Homogeneous" cores (with the f e r t i l e
assemblies confined to the outer blanket regions) will likely
remain.
The core support structure can be connected directly to the
lower head of the main tank. Alternately, support can be
provided by an inverted conical shell, with the inner edge
attached on the reactor-vessel grid, the outside attached
either to the main tank wall or to the main tank above the
sodium surface through a cylindrical-like shell. The diagrid
assembly below the core also provides restraint for fuel
assemblies and directs flow of cociant up through the core.
In a hot pool, the core support structure also supports the
reactor outlet plenum to the IHX's. This causes potential
seismic problems.
2.5

Component Design and Configuration

At one time, designs of the primary pumps and intermediate
heat exchangers were major problems. They appear to have been
solved.
Pump performance generally has been good, with only some shaft
tolerance problems in the initial operation at some plants.
Recently pumps have been designed with relatively long flow
coastdown times on loss of power in order to dissipate thermal
shock. However this coastdown should not be too long in the
event of a reactor trip. The control logic must be optimized
from a safety point-of-view.
The intermediate heat exchangers in PFR, Phenix, EBR-II and
Fermi have had no tube failures throughout their lifetimes.
Design is usually counterflow to obtain good heat transfer.
The elevation of the IHX exit (ie. the length of the IHX)
affects natural convection cooling in the reactor. The inlet
of the IHX should be well below the sodium surface in order to
avoid vortex formation and gas entrainment.

r
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The actual number of pumps and intermediate heat exchangers
used depends on the pool type, the fuel handling
configuration, the secondary circuit design, and other plant
parameters. Almost all pool LMFBR's designed to date use
either the 3 pump/6 IHX configuration or 4 pumps and 8 IHX's.
This choice obviously has a bearing on primary tank size and
layout.
The system is usually designed to function with one primary
loop and'or one secondary loop non-operational. Isolation
valves are provided in each loop, also affecting primary tank
dimensions and layout.
The primary pumps and IHX 1 s are 2 to 3 m diameter by about 20m
long, each weighing 125 to 200 Mg. These components all
interface with hot and cold sections of the reactor. For
these reasons, support of the components is a critical design
criterion.
There are four basic methods of component support that could
be used, viz:
(A)

rigid support to cold roof structure

(B)

flexible support at cold roof structure (allowing
lateral motion)

(C)

rigid support at hot primary tank cover

(D)

support from bottom (with primary tank)

The chart below compares the characteristics of each;
Support Method
(A)

(B)

(C)

Thermal expansion
between components

large

small

small

Seismic resistance

good

poor

good

Motion of secondary
piping nozzles

small

Primary-tank
cover
Bellows in primary
tank-cover nozzles

move with
tank
req'd

not req'd
N/A

large ones
req'd

(D)
small
uncertain

move with
tank

-

req'd

not req'd

none req'd

large ones
req'd

Thermal expansion of these components can be as much as 5 cm
radially and 10 cm vertically. An insulated flow barrier has
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been developed in Prance and Britain which accommodates
thermal movement of components.
2.6

Fuel Handling and Storage

The reference design concept is annual refuelling, replacing
one third of the core and one quarter of the blanket.
Redundancy of the principal components and simplicity provide
the basis for a reliable and efficient fuel handling system.
Design of the system affects the primary system layout and
tank dimensions.
The major choices are: the type of grinper - pantograph,
fixed-offset or straight-pull, and the plugs - zero to three
in number, of the fixed or rotating type.
Latest designs (Super Phenix, CFR, BN-600) use two rotating
plugs, and straight-pull grippers (see Figure 2.3). The
straight pull gripper is simple, strong and reliable.
Although fuel assemblies have 6 mm clearance initially to
facilitate handling, this decreases to almost 0 mm (through
thermal expansion) at full power. Considering sodium
deposition, material swelling and steel contact welding, extra
strength in the grippers may be required. Two plugs, 10 to
12m diameter, provide alignment accuracy.
Minimizing plug size reduces costs, makes for easier
fabrication and greater accuracy. This size reduction can be
implemented by offsetting the plugs or control rods relative
to the coref offsetting the core relative to the tank,
reducing the instrument tree area and/or separating the
instrument tree and control rods between plugs.
In the hot pool concept problems arise with sodium deposition
in the annuli of the plugs and component penetrations, due to
the increased sodium vapour and aerosol formation rates.
Also, more insulation is required above a hot pool and as a
result the lengths of the gripper and components increase,
reducing accuracy.
In-core storage should be carefully considered. It is simple,
it provides a removal of decay heat from the irradiated fuel
and it shortens refuelling time. Increased fuel handling
flexibility results from the fact that in-tank transfers can
occur during reactor operation (transfers from the tank can
take place only after shutdown).
Note that unloading of a hot pool requires only one step transfer directly to the inclined exit port. Two steps are
required in a cold pool - an extra step to cross the hot/cold
boundary.
Further developmental work is necessary in several areas;
(i) guidelines for annuli widths and seals in plugs
exposed to sodium vapours and aerosols;
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(ii) annuli cleaning tools, and "feeling" or "grasping"
tools;
(iii)

shaft seals that rotate and move vertically (for
gripper mechanism);

(iv)

gripper mechanisms minimizing effects of thermal
expansion;

(v)

improved reactor grid-plate bearing surfaces (to
ease friction forces and fabrication costs);

(vi)
(vii)
(viii)

I
I
I
I
I
I

the use of helium rather than argon as cover gas (to
reduce sodium deposition};
improved cleaning methods for fuel assemblies
containing elements with breached cladding;
rotating plug design, fabrication, economics with
respect to size, bearings, tolerances, temperature
effects, etc.

Super Phenix utilizes a relatively common out-of-tank fuel
transfer and storage scheme (see Figure 2.3). Fuel assemblies
are taken from the transfer pot in-core to the rotating
storage drum, cooled by sodium. Using another gripper and
rotating plug, the assemblies are transferred to a storage
drum. Later, the assemblies are loaded into sodium-filled
shipping casks.
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Figure 2.1 Schematics of Typical Hot and Cold Pool Configurations
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Figure 2.2 1200-MWe Reference Reactor Core
Configuration
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Figure 2.3 Schematic of the Supar Phenix Fuel
Handling System l2>
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3.0 OPERATING CONDITIONS - TECHNICAL CONCERNS
Technical concerns arising in normal operation of an LMFBR
plant are listed below in (approximate) order of decreasing
importance:
(1) Differential thermal expansion and resultant stress
in structural components.

•

(2)
I

(3) Properties of liquid sodium:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

(
I
•

Steam generator tube leakage.

deposition - insulation design;
chemical reactivity - leakage, fires;
lubricity;
purity - stainless steel contact welding.

(4) Core structure material embrittlement and swelling.
.

(5) Tritium carryover (migration).
(6) Fuel - choice, fabrication and management.

1

(7) Construction and installation of primary tank
and shield deck.

I

(8) Maintenance and replacement of instrumentation.

I
I

Each of these concerns is addressed below except for item (1)
which has been covered in Chapter 2.
Control, maintenance and radiation exposure are no longer
areas of special concern, as demonstrated in the operation of
existing LMFBR1s.
3.1

I

I
(

Steam Generators

The sodium/water heat exchangers represent one of the most
important and problematic components of a fast reactor plant.
High reliability is imperative. Failures of the sodium-tosteam/water boundary must be safely accommodated to avoid the
severe sodium-water reactions that could occur. At the same
time, functional performance and equipment costs must be
acceptable.
Special problems include

I

:

(i) non-destructive testing methods;
(ii)

choice of tube material to withstand corrosion
in water and sodium;

(iii) choice of tube material to withstand creep, fatigue
and support fretting;
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I
(iv)
I

fabrication techniques to give low defect probabilities
(especially welding);

(v) detection of leaks and plant response;
|
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I

(vi) development of a safety system to avoid sodium
circuit failure and to protect the reactor;
(vii)

improved inspection and maintenance procedures.

Ferritic steels show better resistance to stress, corrosion
and caustic cracking (after leaks) than austenitic steels.
British and French designers are considering reducing steam
temperatures in order to use ferritic rather than austenitic
steels. (Ferritic steel has lower creep strength at high
temperatures). This would increase the steam generator
reliability at the expense of a slight decrease in the overall
plant efficiency. The Americans also plan to use high-purity
ferritic steel (2 1/4 Cr-1 Mo alloy) for tubing and
tubesheet<2),
A small leak in the steam generator tubing may result in water
jetting into the sodium like a small flame, creating increased
temperatures and corrosive reaction products. In a tightly
packed bundle, adjacent tubes can be "cut", and the defect is
propagated. The fluid temperatures, tube thickness and
material are all important design considerations.
With small leaks, confining the damage and plugging the tube
will solve the problem. The criterion in the case of larger
leaks is avoidance of major damage in the steam generator.
(Blowdown of both sodium and water sides is a potential
solution^.
solution).

I

For Super Phenix
, the steam generators are more compact
than at Phenix - higher flow rates will give increased heat
capacity. The units have a once through, helically-coiled
tube arrangement with three heat transfer zones - economizer,
evaporator and superheater (see Figure 3.1). To simplify the
units, sodium reheat of the steam is omitted. Also, operating
temperatures are lowered to increase reliability.

1

The Prototype Fast Reactor (PFR) in Britain has steam
generators of the 'U1 tube arrangement to facilitate
replacement (4). it is a forced circulation system, each unit
containing an evaporator, superheater and reheater.

I

Small leaks occurred in initial operation of the PFR steam
generators, but in each case a controlled shutdown of the
units was carried out. British designs for the future may
incorporate several changes - (i) elimination of welded joints
to simplify manufacture and minimize the chance of leaks, (ii)
redesign of the header system to eliminate thick tube plates
and thermal shock problems, and to improve access for
inspection, (iii) discontinuation of the forced circulation
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system and replacement with a 'U' tube partial recirculation
boiler with separate evaporator and superheater.
Although the discussion is still ongoing, there appear to be
distinct advantages of a saturated rather than superheated
steam cycle(5). Boiler weight would be reduced (1/3 the
number of tubes), reducing capital costs. Thermal shock would
be reduced, increasing plant reliability. Penalties are
associated with this lower temperature cycle (lower plant
efficiency and increased fuel costs) but future designs will
likely tend toward lower steam temperatures.
3.2

Sodium

Sodium technology has developed quite well. Generally, the
myth that sodium is an awkward process fluid has been
disproved. For instance, sodium pumps have been developed and
run without significant trouble.
This is not to say there are not problems. Some of the
difficulties include sodium lubricity, deposition, and
reactivity in water and air (a fire hazard).
Sodium is not chemically reactive with austenitic or ferritic
stainless steel. Iron, nickel and some other metals are
soluble to some extent in sodium. Carbonization can occur in
the event of failure of carbide fuel cladding, but sodium is
compatible with oxide fuels. Generally the corrosive
properties of sodium can be avoided if its purity is
maintained.
Sodium has a density and viscosity very similar to water. The
sodium boiling point of 892°C facilitates reactor operation at
low pressures. Due to its low viscosity and surface tension,
sodium splashing is possible and small gas bubbles may be
transported.
Sodium becomes radioactive by neutron capture in its passage
through the core. The unstable isotope (Na-24), with a halflife of 15 hrs, decays to magnesium.
Problems have arisen at operating plants with parts moving in
sodium. Movement of fuel handling equipment, fuel assemblies
and especially the rotating plugs is difficult due to the low
lubricity of pure sodium.
A phenomenon known as pressure welding sometimes occurs in
adjacent stainless steel components, especially between fuel
assemblies. In the oxygen-free environment of the pool
sodium, stainless steel parts tend to fuse if the parts are
pressed together.
Deposition of sodium adds to the friction problem in moving
parts. Sodium also deposits in the insulation, creating
conductivity paths resulting in a reduced insulation value and
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possibly leading to localized "hot spots". This deposition is
facilitated by vapour formation in the argon cover gas. (Note
that in a hot pool, the sodium vapour pressure is 35-40 times
higher than in a cold pool, causing increased deposition).
Helium may be considered as a cover gas in order to reduce
this sodium deposition. Also, in cold areas of the reactor
(less than 98°C - the sodium melting point) sodium "frost" may
form.
Sodium reacts with oxygen - spillage of hot sodium into air
leads to fire, which in small leaks is controllable but
creates a dense smoke.
Sodium is very reactive with water. This is the cause of
problems with the steam generators, as illustrated in Section
3.1.
Experiments at the Fast Flux Test Facility have shown that
space isolation combined with nitrogen flooding is an
effective method of controlling fires in the secondary
system(6), During normal operation, free sodium surfaces are
blanketed with an inert gas, usually argon.
3.3

Materials Considerations

Materials in a fast reactor must undergo combined mechanical
and thermal cyclic stresses for the life of the plant, usually
30 years. Temperatures, fluxes and fuel exposures are much
higher than in thermal reactors. Creep, steel embrittlement
and growth are all important considerations.
The US D.O.E. materials development program has set design
criteria for reactor material; total swelling less than 5%
volume and in-reactor creep less than 1% - consistent with
fluences up to 2.5 x 1023 n/cm2(7). The tendency in US
breeder programs is to use 304 austenitic stainless steel for
most structural components. Development of a new alloy would
require a huge financial and research commitment.
As mentioned in section 3.1, ferritic steels are used in the
steam generators. Their poor compatibility with austenitic
steel and their low mechanical stability over the component
lifetime may pose problems.
3.4

Fuel

There is considerable commercial experience with oxide fuel in
thermal reactors. Much of this experience is applicable to
FBR fuel. Generally, high burnups can be attained with
oxides, but reprocessing is difficult. The sodium voiding
coefficient is not as good as that of metallic and carbide
fuel.
There is not nearly so much experience with metallic fuel,
although the US Navy and some experimental breeder reactors
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have used it with success. Metal fuels may possibly achieve
burnups as high as those of oxides. Reprocessing of metallic
fuel (by melt refining) may be easier than with oxides. A low
melting point presents increased reactor safety problems
(oxide fuel can operate at 1800°C, metallic at 300 to 700°C,
depending on composition). Metal fuel tends to swell and
decrease in strength with fission product accumulation but the
addition of zirconium in the fuel itself helps to alleviate
these problems. Good heat transfer properties permit more
fuel in the core, resulting in a high power density.
Therefore higher breeding ratios and lower initial fissile
requirements are possible with metallic fuel.
Carbide fuel is a compromise between oxide and metal fuel, in
terms of burnup, breeding ratio and ease of reprocessing.
There is little commercial experience with this fuel. For
example, Britain is considering only oxide fuel because
reprocessing and fabrication of carbide fuel is not
sufficiently developed for commercial utilization(5).
A thorium/uranium/plutonium metal fuel with a thorium metal
blanket is a good U233 producer, with the following
(optimistic) parameters: breeding ratio - 1.45, core average
burnup - 100,000 MWd/Mg, doubling time - 8 years(8). Although
there is minimal experience with such a cycle some researchers
are interested in it due to its "denatured" character.
Super Fhenix uses 15% enriched PUO2 fuel for its inner core,
19% enriched PUO2 in the outer core, and a depleted uranium
blanket. Generally, core assemblies will stay in the reactor
for one or two years, blanket assemblies for several years.
3.5

Radiation Protection

One metre of steel shielding and structural steel plus 5 m of
sodium separates the intermediate heat exchangers from the
core. Thus activation of the surface of the secondary sodium
system components is maintained at acceptable levels of less
than 2 mR/hr. Maintenance is facilitated as this shielding
limits neutron capture activation. No extra shielding
material (such as graphite) is required.
Sodium in the pool is activated during flow through the core
and blanket, making the sodium a source of gamma radiation las
well as a neutron shield). Approximately 0.7 m of steel (or
equivalent) is required in the shield deck to maintain
permitted gamma radiation levels. This allows continuous
access by operating and maintenance personnel to the deck top.
This thickness of shielding also reduces neutron flux
penetration to levels acceptable for continuous exposure.
Since in-tank shielding is submerged in the primary system
sodium, failure can result in severe consequences - extremely
difficult replacement, possible contamination or even
mechanical damage to the system. Therefore the shielding must
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be either permanent, or readily replaceable by a reliable
system such as the fuel handling system.
In all operating plants to date (where information is
available) radiation levels are well below accepted standards.

I
I

At EBR-II migration of tritium occurred through the austenitic
steel. Tritium was transported through the primary into the
secondary systems and right through the conventional side to
the condenser. (The problem is not so great in CANDU reactors
due to use of zirconium for fuel sheaths.) There is little
published information available on this tritium carry-over
problem.

I

3.6

I

Generally speaking, control of LMFBR's has proven to be quite
simple.

I
(

I
(
|

Control and Instrumentation

In the fast energy spectrum, absorption cross-sections of
structural components are low. The resulting long mean free
path (relative to core structure dimensions) simplifies flux
calculations. -This also eliminates problems of spatial
instability which occur in large thermal reactor cores. Some
power flattening can be achieved by utilizing radial fuelling
zones (varying enrichment) and temperature flattening (through
coolant flow). Thus, sector control rods are unnecessary and
localized power perturbations are quite small, both advantages
over thermal reactors.
Additional advantages in control are outlined by the
British(1).
(i) No transient changes in reactivity due to xenon
poisoning.
(ii)

I
(iii)

I
I
I
I
I
I

(iv)

Reduced reactivity requirements due to reduction in
poisoning and fissile atom depletion.
Reduced changes in coolant outlet temperature with
burnup.
The negative Doppler coefficient has a strong
stabilizing effect.

Generally, station control is no more difficult than in other
modern power plants. The special heat transfer properties of
sodium dictate special start up procedures, ie. matching
steam, sodium and structural material temperatures. Steam
generator design also influences start up time. The British
Prototype Fast Reactor can reach full power from the cold
condition in eight hoursd), comparable to thermal stations.
In PFR, the same rods serve to control and shut down the
reactor. They are, similar to other reactors' rods in
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function and similar to breeder fuel assemblies in structure,
but (usually) contain boron.
All reactors to date utilize two fully independent shut down
systems. The primary shutdown rod assemblies are supported
from the "instrument tree", hanging from the rotating plugs.
In Super Phenix the secondary shutdown rods hang from the
shield deck. In SNR-300 the secondary assemblies are pulled
into the core by cables.
Typical instrumentation in an FBR includes temperature and
flow sensors, failed fuel detectors, reactivity detectors,
leak detectors and chemical impurity monitors. Many of these
detection and monitoring devices are still at the
developmental stage. Their performance must be reliable, as
replacement is difficult or often impossible.
Instrumentation systems vary from nation to nation depending
on each country's design and safety philosophies. Measured
temperatures at each fuel assembly exit are correlated with
cladding design temperature in order to determine allowable
fuel rod burnup and lifetime. This allows fuel burnup to be
optimized (ie. increased). The result is economic savings far
in excess of the initial instrumentation costs. Other
advantages of this individual exit monitoring system are more
reliable reactor control, verification of design parameters
and (possibly) minimizing the number of scrams occurring.

I

Super Phenix has two thermocouples per assembly. Other
important features(10) are sodium and argon sampling devices
to detect fuel cladding failures, an acoustic boiling
detection system and sodium flow indicators at the primary
pump inlets.

I

3.7

I
I
I

Construction and Commissioning

The large size of primary system components in a pool-type
LMFBR dictate construction-orientated design and extensive
planning of construction methods and sequence. Shop
prefabrication is maximized, tolerances are realistic - not
restrictive (especially with the larger components) and field
welding is minimized. Continuous testing and inspection is
carried out during construction. It has been shown that a
primary tank of up to 22 mefxes in diameter can be designed
and fabricated.
At PFR, EBR II, Phenix and Super Phenix large components were
prefabricated wherever possible. A large workshop is located
at Super Phenix, with rails running directly into the reactor
building. Despite the differences in size, the construction
program and timing for Super Phenix is similar to that of
Phenix(10).
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The sequence of primary system construction activities at
Phenix* was as follows:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
15)
{6}
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)

install guard vessel
install primary vessel
install core support diagrid
build core inlet plenum foundation
install core inlet plenum and feed pipes
install neutron shield diagrid support
install reactor jacket - weld to diagrid support
install primary tank cover - weld to primary vessel
raise guard vessel - weld to rim
place and level shield deck
install vessel hangers

Commissioning procedures for an LMFBR are very similar to
those for a thermal reactor plant. Due to the prototype
nature of the breeder program, close cooperation between
design, construction and operations teams is required.
Components and systems are usually tested as soon as possible
after construction. In prototype fast reactors, conniissioning
procedures have included extensive water tests of the major
systems in order to (i) assist the design of future stations,
(ii) correlate water and sodium flow (particularly in core
area), (iii) study vibrational behaviour of components, (iv)
investigate gas entrainment from free surfaces. Such water
tests should not be required in commercial plants.
Other important commissioning tests at PFR included
: a
trial assembly of the diagrid, fuel element assemblies and a
dummy core; and setting up the rotating shield in its bearings
with the components supported on it (ie. the control and
shutoff rods, charge machine and sweep arms).
ASME codes for inspection and testing apply largely to loop or
piped LMFBR's. Design of pool-type fast breeders will
necessitate anticipation of the content of future standards.
3.8

Inspection and Maintenance

Inspection considerations include accessability, importance to
safety and type of examination (ie. volumetric, surface or
visual).
The primary tank and skirt support can be visually inspected
by remote cameras located in the annular space between the
main and primary tanks. Access to hanger supports is usually
excellent. The primary tank cover, if incorporated into the
design, is inaccessible and the underside of the shield deck
has limited access, creating serious problems with maintenance
of insulation as well as structural inspection. Inspection of
the reactor support structure is impossible unless undersodium viewing devices are developed. (Note that this is a
critical safety area.) Although not so serious a safety
concern, primary system piping or ducting is also
*For other designs the sequence may vary slightly.
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inaccessible.
removable).

(It could be possible to make the pipe

Maintenance experience at EBR-II has been quite good.
Insodium components were generally repaired as soon as a plan
was drawn up and plant conditions permitted.
Intermediate
heat exchangers and heat transfer piping have required l i t t l e
maintenance - less than the conventional steam end of the
plant. The fuel handling system has been d i f f i c u l t ,
especially the "sticking" of the rotating plugs.
Initially
pumps were rubbing at the shaft, but increased tolerances
solved the problem. Some irreplaceable meters in the
instrumentation system failed.
Future designs should include
more replaceable instrumentation.
Removal of primary
components was not a problem, due to the utilization of a
special coffin-type shielding apparatus. Generally, a regular
three-man mechanical maintenance team has kept up with routine
problems.
Much repair work has been carried out on the steam generators
and IHX's in the 3 prototype reactors Phenix, PFR and BN-350.
The plants have, however, been able to operate at two-thirds
power (one of three circuits down). Removal and
decontamination of in-sodium components has proven much easier
than anticipated.
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4.0

ACCIDENT CONDITIONS - SAFETY CONCERNS

4.1

Levels of Safety

France has a fundamental safety philosophy (1) which is similar
to that of the USA, UK, Japan and Germany. It states that
safety rests primarily with:
(i) fuel integrity,
(ii) acceptable reactivity coefficients,
(iii) core cooling,
(iv) core monitoring,
(v) redundant shutdown systems,
(vi) designing for core disruptive accidents,
(vii) containment after a core disruptive accident,
(viii) design for sodium fires and sodium-water reactions.
There is a generally accepted approach to commercial nuclear
reactor safety used in the United States, based on accidents
of three levels of increasing severity and decreasing
probability(2). Table 4.1 outlines the criteria for this
breakdown with respect to LMFBR's.
Considerations in this chapter deal with level 3, ("extremely
unlikely faults" and "hypothetical events"), specifically;
seismic events (stress and sodium sloshing), loss of coolant
or circulation accidents, and core disruptive accidents.
(Sodium fire and reactions are discussed in Section 3.2;
LMFBR's require no unique protection against tornadoes or
floods).
This chapter will not deal in detail with the causes of these
natural or hypothetical accident situations. It is assumed
that proper design should prevent boiling of core coolant,
loss of piping integrity, overpower transients, etc.
The main concern with respect to fast breeder reactor safety
is the potential severity of hypothetical accidents. Note
that the probability of occurrence of these accidents is equal
to or less than the probability in a thermal reactor,
considering the safety-related design of LMFBR's.
4.2

Seismic Events

All nuclear reactors must be designed to withstand an
earthquake of the highest magnitude recorded in the area of
the site. Potential accident occurrences resulting from
seismic events, which are unique to LMFBR's, involve bulk
sodium sloshing and the structural stability of the primary
tank and its components.
Sodium sloshing could have a significant effect, complicating
calculations of seismic stresses on the primary tank, its
support and component support. If adequate freeboard (height
differential between the sodium surface and the top of the
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primary tank) is not provided, additional stress will be
applied to the shield deck as a result of the sloshing. This
sloshing is a more critical factor in shallow primary tanks
(with a height/radius ratio less than 1.5), as proportionately
more sodium moves as a wave. (The lower portion of the bulk
sodium acts as a rigid body.) It is possible that this
sloshing could occur after an earthquake and therefore
stresses wonld not be added to other seismic stresses.
The primary seismic concern is the application of seismic
loads on the primary tank and its support. Stresses created
by a system of several thousand Mg moving under accelerations
of O.Jg are considerable. Stress concentrations are expected
in the cover/wall connections and in the core support/wall
connections. Plate thickness of the tank walls and the core
support structure liner may be inadequate. Displacements of
major structures should be small, in the order of 2.5 cm.
Thus, contact between primary and guard tanks is unlikely.
4.3

Loss of Circulation Accidents - Core Cooling

Oispite the high integrity and reliability designed into the
primary system, accidents such as a pump malfunction or piping
break must be considered. The core must be kept cool in order
to avoid a meltdown of fuel.
SuperPhenix has three major provisions for cooling
, which
are typical of most pool-type LMFBR safety approaches; (i) the
thermal inertia of the pool sodium, (ii) natural circulation
of the primary sodium and (iii) an external water cooling
circuit.
The huge volume of sodium in the primary tank provides a large
heat sink. This thermal inertia allows time for auxiliary
power to be tied in (if the pumps have lost power) or the
accident conditions to be assessed. The time available for
corrective action ranges from one to several hours, depending
on the volume and temperature of the primary sodium. Primary
pumps are designed with a significant rundown time (half flow
after 50 seconds) in order to further facilitate initial core
cooling.
Proper geometric and hydraulic design of the primary tank
system allows natural circulation by convection. Empirical
analysis is required to substantiate this circulation
capability in individual plants. Provision should be made for
lowered levels of sodium (in case of a primary tank leak).
Heat is transferred to the secondary sodium circuit and then
to sodium-air exchangers, completing a totally passive heat
removal system, ultimately using air.
Since it is possible that the secondary sodium system could be
unavailable, an "ultimate" cooling system is provided. A
double water circuit, external to the primary tank is in
permanent operation. Increased thermal energy leakage from
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the reactor increases heat removal, with equilibrium achieved
at satisfactory levels.
4.4

I
(

Core Disruptive Accidents

An LMFBR core is not in its most reactive configuration.
Therefore it is theoretically possible that an accidental
restructuring of the core could lead to a prompt-critical
excursion. This is a major safety difference between LMFBR
and a thermal reactor.

I
I

A loss of flow accident with failure to scram will lead to
sodium voiding causing increased reactivity (the coolant void
reactivity transient is positive). The effects escalate,
possibly leading to burst fuel cladding and fuel melting and
dispersal which may again increase reactivity - creating the
criticality situation.

I
•

Design objectives in the USA(4) (which are likely attainable)
are (i) to reduce the probability of initiating events leading
fco core meltdown to less than 10~6 per reactor-year, (ii) to
reduce the probability of a core meltdown leading to
substantial energetics to less than 10~ 2 , and (iii) to
demonstrate long term containment capability of the fuel
debris after a core meltdown accident.

I
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(

I

(

I
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Concepts being explored(5) to prevent energetic mechanical
disassembly (item (ii) above) involve moderating the positive
sodium void worth and enhancing voiding incoherence.
Many experiments with coolant flow blockage and cladding
failure have been carried out. An interesting example
occurred at the Dounreay Fast Reactor (DFR) in 1977 before its
retirement from service(6). Seventy percent of coolant flow
was purposefully blocked, producing severe gas entrainment,
boiling and extensive clad failure. But there was no sign of
fuel melting or propagation of the fault even after 10 days.
The onset of boiling was predictable and detectable despite
the "old" instrumentation system in the Dounreay reactor. It
was demonstrated that it is possible to operate with failed
fuel for tens of hours without escalation of faults.
In the case of a core disruptive accident, if the radius of
curvature of the tank bottom is large enough, natural
dispersal of the melting core would be facilitated and cooling
would prevent a meltdown of the primary tank. An additional
core debris retention system may be required if this natural
dispersal is inadequate.
The large volume of sodium in the primary tank and the tank's
large cross sectional area could help to dissipate an
energetic release. The slug velocity initiated by an accident
will be dissipated through the sodium volume to f a c i l i t a t e a
uniform distribution of the impact force per unit area on the
walls. On the other hand, there i s some concern about the
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potential impact force of this large mass of sodium (sodium
hammer) on the shield deck.
4.5

I

Four successive containment barriers can be defined in most
pool-type breeder reactor designs;
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Containment

(i) fuel cladding,
(ii) the main primary tank vessel and the shield deck,
(iii) the safety vessel and (at Super Phenix) the top dome,
(iv) the reactor building.
Conservative design of cladding aims at operational integrity.
Austenitic stainless steels are used, but further development
is required. Failures in existing reactors have occurred.
Extensive core instrumentation reduces the danger of these
faults.
The primary tank system is designed to provide; shielding
against radioactive particles, seismic resistance, containment
from leakage, and containment of a moderate energy release in
the case of a core disruptive accident. Temperature and
leakage monitoring should be continuous and inspections of the
primary vessel should be carried out during shutdowns. The
shape and thickness of the tank are important design
parameters that must be optimized to reduce thermal, seismic
and sodium impact stresses. It is estimated that 75% of the
core energy released in a core disruptive accident appears as
strain energy on the primary tank wall.
All designs to date include a saxety or guard tank in addition
to the primary tank. This tank is added protection against
sodium leakage. The dome atop the shield deck is unique to
the Super Phenix design. It (as well as the guard tank)
provide a secondary containment of radioactive release.
The reactor building is kept at sub-atmospheric pressure by a
ventilation system. Used with filters, this system is
intended to reduce radiological emissions to the environment
in the event of an accident.
4.6

Safety Summary

As with all prototype and commercial nuclear reactors, there
is no credible hazard to the public due to a nuclear explosion
of a fast reactor (8).
Safety considerations of LMFBR's differ from other reactors in
several major
aspects (this is not in any way meant to imply
that LMFBR1s are less safe):
(i) The core of the breeder operates in the fast rather
than thermal neutron spectrum (see Sections l.l and
3.6).
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Cii)

Such large volumes of sodium have never before been
dealt with (see Section 3.2).

(iii)

The potential effects of a core disruptive accident
could be very severe, although the probability of
such an accident occurring is extremely smallT

Pool-type LMFBR1s appear to be advantageous in several ways.
The large sodium inventory acts as a huge heat sink. Combined
with natural-convection flow, in-tank cooling is achievable in
accident situations. Sodium leakage in the primary system is
not a major problem. The pool configuration could be adequate
in dissipating energy releases from a core disruptive
accident. Proper design can provide retention of core debris
in such accidents.
LMFBR1s have been shown to be easily controllable.
Operational concerns include cladding failures and sodium
fires.
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Table 4.1.

Multilevel Safety Design of an LHFBR Plant (7)

Objective

Operating
Category

Typical events within
Operating capacity

Typical safety design features

Provision of a plant of simNormal
pie, reliable, and functional operation
design,free of defects, with
inherent safe performance,
fabricated and operated to
the highest proven standards

Events that will normally
occur:
full-power operation
Startup and shutdown
Random fuel-pin failure
Refuelling

Fuel assembly design to prevent
flow blockage
Fuel of proven performance through
life
Core restraint to provide negative
power coefficient
Adequate Ooppler coefficient
Low-pressure coolant system with wide
margin to boiling
Maximum use of proven technology and
hands-on maintenance
Radioactive-waste-treatment system

Provision of protection systems to provide adequate
response of system in the
event of all identified
transients

Anticipated
faults

Events that, based on experience, are expected
to occur at least once
in the life of the pTant:
Lost ot ofr-site power
Loss of power to one
pump
Operator error
Spurious scrams

Multiple reactor coolant loops
Decay-heat-removal redundancy
Battery power supplies for vital
services
Guard vessels for leak protection
Inert atmospheres in sodium cells

Unlikely
faults

Events which are not expected to occur individually but which might
occur once during the
life or the plant, based
on the total H i t ot
such evants:
Pump seizure
Failure of dump system
Steam-generator leak

Two independent shutdown systems
Sodium-water reaction protection
system

Extremely
unlikely
faults

Events that are never expected to occur":
Maximum flood, or earthquake, or tornado
Large sodium fire
Large sodium-water
reaction

Site selection
Flood barriers
Containment isolation
Low-leakage containment

Provision of extra capability
to cope with extremely unlikely events that are never
expected to occur and additional design requirements
to provide prudent margin
for unforeseen events

Hypothetical events

Design margins to provide Capability to accept extra thermal
loads in the core support
for unforeseen events
structure
(exrcore disruptive
Capability to accept dynamic loads
accident)
in vessel and primary system
components
Geometric requirements around the
vessel
Control-room radiological protection

i
_
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5.0

REFERENCE REACTOR PARAMETERS (CURRENT DESIGNS)

Below is a list of parameters which are typical of current FBR
designs. These values are normalized for a pool-type,
1200/MWe* LMFBR. This reference reactor is conceptual only no attempt whatsoever, has been made to create a detailed or
optimized design.
Values are generally based on Super Phenix or an upgraded EBRII reactor (using oxide rather than metallic fuel). The
asterisks(*) indicate specific values for Super Phenix, as
quoted in the Nuclear Engineering International, April 1977
Supplement.
5.1

General
Electrical output
Thermal output
Efficiency
Fuel
Fuelling
Fuelling inventory
Primary Coolant
inventory
pressure
core inlet temp
core outlet temp
velocity through core
No. Primary Loops
No. IHX's
No. Primary Pumps
mass flow (total)
Peak
Peak
Core
Max.

5.2

neutron flux
Power Rating
Average Burnup
channel temp

1200 MW(e)
*3000 MW(th)
41.5%
UO9/PUO2
*Off-line, annually
*32 Mg
Na
3000 Mg
1 - 1 4 kg/cm2
380°C
540°C
7.3 m/sec
3 or 4
6 or 8
3 or 4
16 Mg/s
6.3 x 10 15 n/cm -sec
*275 kW/e
80,000
MWd/Mg
*620°C

Structural Dimensions
Primary Tank shape
inner diameter
depth
wall thickness
annular space (from
guard tank)
material
Primary Pumps, IHX's
outer diameter
weight (each)

cylindrical
21 m.
17 m.
5 cm
(2.5 cm *)
22 cm.
austenitic stainless steel
2 - 3 m
125 - 200 Mg
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Shield Deck
1 m
90 Mg
concrete, steel

thickness
weight
material
5.3

Fuel Assembly
weight
geometry
width
length
no. fuel elements
pin diameter

360 kg
hexagonal
16 <:m
4.7 m.
*271
0.8 cm

cladding thickness
material

*0.7 mm
*s.s..316

max fuel cladding temp.
5.4

I
I
I
I
I
I

5.5

620°C

Fuel Handling
frequency
shutdown period
replacement

•annually
*21 days
1/3 core
1/4 blanket

gripper
no. rotating plugs
diameters

*straight pull
*2
*10 m, 12 m

Core
Core diameter
height
Reflector outer diameter
Assembly rod pitch

3.6 m
1.0 m
4.6 m
* 17.9 cm

No. fuel assemblies
inner zone
composition
outer zone
composition

*358
*196
PuO-/UO,(15% enrich.Pu*)
2
*1622
PuO2/UO2 (19% enrich. Pu*)

No. radial assemblies
blanket
composition
shield
composition

M20
234
depleted UO,
186
*
steel

No. control and safety
assemblies
composition

*30
B4 C
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5.6

Performance Parameters

A range of parameters is given, as different LMFBRs have been
designed with different objectives in mind. For example,
parameters for SuperPhenix (shown in a separate column)
reflect a conservative design with respect to structural
components and reactor control, combined with a desire to
achieve a minimum cost of power (ie. high bumup, nigh plant
efficiency). The breeding performance seems to have been
compromised in order to achieve the above design goals, other
LMFBR designs may place more emphasis on breeding, perhaps
compromising the cost of power.
Note that parameters listed in "Range* columns are always
presented with the lower (numerical) value first. These
parameters cannot be compared on column basis. The lower
boundary of one parameter may correspond with the higher
boundary of another, or they may not "correspond" at all.
•—Range-

"1

SuperPhenix

31

42

41

Core Average Burnup (MWd/kgHE)

50

100

80

Core Specific Power (kWt/kgHE)

90

101

94

Core Specific Inventory
(MgHE/GWe)

23

36

26.6

Total Reactor Inventory
(MgHE/GWe)

66

109

76

Cycle Length (fpd)
Fuel residence time (cycles)
Radial blanket residence
time (cycles)

215
2

300
3

296
2

4

5

5

Breeding Ratio

J..2

1.4

1.24

15

60

*-60

Efficiency

(%)

Inventory Doubling Time (years)
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5.7

SUMMARY LIST OF WORLD FAST REACTORS
•Coats are quoted in money valued approximately 2 years before "Date of Regular Power".

Reactor
Name

EBR I
BR 5
DFR

Fend

SEFOR
EBR I I
Rapsodie
BOR-60
BN 350
XNK
Phenix
PFR
Joyo
BN 600
PEC
FFW
Super Phenix
SNR-300
CRBBP
Monju
BN 1600
SNR-2
CFH-1
(Japanese)

Location
Status

Idaho, USA
Kaluga, USSR
Dounreay, UK
Michigan, USA
Arkansas, USA
Idaho, USA
Cadarache, France
Ug. USSR
Mangyshalk Pen., USSR
Karlsruhe, U. Germany
Marcoule, France
Dounreay, U.K.
Iborakiken, Japan
Urals, USSR
Brasimone, I t a l y
Washington, USA
C r e y s - M a l v i l l e , France
Kalkar, W. Germany
Tennessee, USA
, Japan
, USSR
Kalkar, W. Germany
, U.K.
, Japan

Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Operating
Operating
Operating
Operating
Operating
Operating
Operating
Operating
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Design
Design
Considered
Considered
Considered
Considered

Output
MW(e)net
.

5
15
61
_
20
_
12

350
21
250
270
_
600
_
_
1200
327
380
300
1600
1300
1320
1500

Reactor
type

Loop
Loop
Loop
Loop
Loop
Pool
Loop
Loop
Loop
Loop
Pool
Pool
Loop
Pool
Loop/Pooi
Loop
Pool
Loop
Loop
Loop
Pool
Loop
Pool
Loop

Output
MW(th)

Efficiency
(*)

1.2
60
300
20
62.5
40
60
1000
58
563
600
50
1500

_
25
20
_
26.4
_.
20
35
30.7
41.3
42.3

39

no

400
)000
762
975
714
34SO
3230

40
38.6
39
42
J8
-

Date
Date
of regular of close
power
down
1951
1959
1963
1965
1969
1965
1967
1969
1973
1972
1974
1974
1978
(1979)
(1980)
(1979)
(1983)
(1981)
( 1 )
(1984)
(1980's)
(i980's)
(1980's)

?

1972?
1977
1972
1972
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
-

Capital
Coat*

?

?
?
26 M|
?
3 2 . 3 Ml
2 8 MF

7
?
2 0 6 MDM
94 M |

1
1
? „
72 x 10 1,
540 M|
997 MDM
1950 M|
_
_
_
-

Mo. Prim.
Loops

1
2
24
3
1
1
2
2
6
2

3
3

2
3
2
3
4

3
3
3
4
4
6/8
4

No.
Turbines

0
0
1
1
0
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
0
3
1
0
2
1
1
1
2
?
2
?

F u e l Type

U
PuO, (UC)
2
U0
u2
Pu/UO
U2
Pu/UO,
uo2
Pu/UC
Pu/UO*
Pu/UO 2
Pu/UO,
Pu/UO*
Pu/UO*
Pu/UO,
Pu/UO,
Pu/UO,
Pu/UO,
Pu/UO,
Pu/UO,
- <
1
1
Pu/UO,

fiumiup
(MWd/kg)

-

25
_
2
42
65
100

38
65

100
61
25
100
50
80
100

56
80
80
1
80
1
80

Reactor Namu

EBR I
BR5
DFR
Fermi
SEFOR
EBR I I
Rapsodie
BOR-60
BN 350
KNK
Phenix
PFR
Joyo
BN 600
PEC
FFTF
Super Phenix
SNR
CHBRP
Monju
BN 1600
SNR-2
CFR-1

(Japanese)

i
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6.0

LMFBR PARAMETERS FOR STRATEGY ANALYSIS

The SuperPhenix reactor is the world's first prototype of a
commercial-size LMFBR, but it by no means represents a
commercial design of the future. An optimized design of fast
breeder reactor has not yet been developed.
For the purpose of strategy analysis, this chapter compiles
performance parameters for two conceptual LMFBRs that are not
unduly restrained by the present status of technology and/or
licencing environment. It is believed that these parameters
illustrate future LMFBR designs more closely than any data
based on current demonstration reactors. By way of
comparison/ characteristics of a conceptual 1250 MWe CANDU
reactor are also presented.
The "Optimistic" LMFBR parameters are based on the 1968
General Electric design of 1000 MWe unit (•*•). These values are
not likely to be achieved within a foreseeable future. They
should rather be viewed as the long term targets of fast
breeder technology.
The "conservative" LMFBR parameters are based on the ANL
design concept of a 1200 MWe unit(2). Even these parameters
tend to be optimistic in comparison to the current
demonstration plants, but they should be well within the range
of achievability for commercial reactors.
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LMFBR
/,«
OptimisticUJ

LMFBR
{ 2 )
Con se rvat i ve

MOX

FUEL
HEAVY ELEMENT
INVENTORY

kg/GWe

core
a x i a l blanket
radial blanket
t o t a l reactor
f i s s i l e plutonium
uranium 235

INITIAL FISSILE
INVENTORY

kg/GWe

ENRICHMENT**

gPuAg

core
b
reactor average

f.p.d.

core + ax. blanket
radial blanket .
reactor average

DWELL TIME

BURNUP
SPECIFIC POWER

MOX

CANDU

nat U

13,459
15,080
16,767
45,366

28,640
21,460
40,890
90,996

127,137

1,693
93

3,424
170

913

125.7
45.3
637
1,008
706

121.3
53.4
548
1,370
748

7.8

278

MWdAg

core
.
reactor average

100
37.4

51
21.7

kWt/kg

core
.
reactor average

157
53

92
29

25

7.0

EFFICIENCY

%

41.7

38.0

30.3

LOAD FACTOR

%

80

75

75

300
-11

242
-15

FISSILE
PRODUCTION0

kg/GWe-yr

f i s s i l e plutonium
uranium 235

RECOVERY3

gPu/kg

reactor average

Notes:

61.4

60.1

(a)

Uranium 235 included; weighing factor U235 = 1.084PU

(b)

Averaged over the total reactor inventory (including f e r t i l e blankets);
see references (1) and (3) for d e t a i l s .

(c)

For load factor shown above.

2.7
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

As illustrated by existing (demonstration) plants, pool-type
liquid-metal fast breeder reactors are technologically viable.
There appear to be no unsolvable difficulties with respect to
normal operation. Operational experience has demonstrated
that reactor control is simple, that sodium is not an unduly
difficult fluid to handle and that radiation levels can be
maintained below acceptable levels. The major concern about
fast breeders is that a core disruptive accident is
potentially severe, more hazardous than in thermal reactors.
Development, operational study and/or optimization is still
necessary in some areas. Design of the primary tank and
shield deck is difficult due to thermal stress and expansion.
The steam generators have evidenced persistent tube leakages.
Sodium deposition harms the quality of insulation and inhibits
moving parts in the primary tank. The oxide fuels, presently
favoured, may be replaced in future with carbide or metallic
fuel in order to simplify reprocessing and to lower doubling
times. The fabrication of fuel is complex, and an
unprecedented degree of reliability is required of it to
withstand fast reactor conditions. Reprocessing, which is a
necessary support industry, is presently under attack in some
jurisdictions due to proliferation concerns. Although a
tremendous amount of safety-related analysis has taken place,
designs which cope with the sodium fire hazard and containment
of the core after a (hypothetical) disruptive accident must be
improved.
The primary tank configuration of pool reactors has distinct
advantages - the effects of leaks in primary piping are
minimized, natural convection flow and the thermal inertia of
the bulk sodium facilitates core cooling in accident
situations, seismxc resistance is good and containment is
provided at four levels.

I
•

The major advantages of LMFBR's over other reactor systems are
the breeding process and a higher thermal efficiency. Breeder
systems present the most significant means presently available
for extending our energy resources in the future.
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